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FLAT ESQUINA LAMPARA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66005

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

10.7 Kg

Finishes

LIGHT

Ref. 66005W

Translucent white Matt Polyethylene. Includes white light either with
CFL bulb or white LED

RGB LED

Ref. 66005L

Translucent white matt Polyethylene. Includes LED light operated by
remote control. Colors can be selected or changed automatically
(White, red, green, blue, light blue, pink and yellow).

RGB LED DMX

Ref. 66005D

Translucent white matt Polyethylene. Includes LED light operated by
DMX512 wireless, allowing the connexion to light control systems
(XLR), Wi-Fi routers, home automation, etc.

COLOR LUZ

ICE     
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FLAT SOFA 2 PLAZAS
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66009

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

48.86 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66009

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66009F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)
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FLAT SOFA 3 PLAZAS
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66010

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

70 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66010

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66010F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA 4 PLAZAS
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66011

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

103.81 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66011

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66011F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA 5 PLAZAS
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66012

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

117.01 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66012

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66012F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         

TAUPE         
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PLUM         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA 2 PLAZAS+MESA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66013

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

64.15 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66013

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66013F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA 4 PLAZAS+MESA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66015

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

111.16 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66015

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66015F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA ESQUINERO 2+1 DERECHO
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66016

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

93.55 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66016

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66016F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA ESQUINERO 2+1
IZQUIERDO
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66017

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

93.55 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66017

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66017F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)
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FLAT SOFA ESQUINERO 2+2 PLAZAS
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66018

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

114.75 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66018

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66018F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)
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FLAT SOFA DER.3+1+ESQUINA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66019

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

114.6 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66019

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66019F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA IZQ.3+1+ESQUINA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66020

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

114.6 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66020

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66020F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         

TAUPE         
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PLUM         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA DER.3+2+ESQUINA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66021

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

135.8 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66021

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66021F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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FLAT SOFA IZQ.3+2+ESQUINA
By Jorge Pensi
The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form exterior lounge
areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral shapes that are still
full of identity.
One of the characteristics of this set is that it looks light, because it rests on the floor on
beautifully formed aluminum legs which give the object an appereance of virtually
floating.
Another distinctive charcteristic is the side table joined to the main unit, which at the
same time is an armrest and a surface to lean on.
It’s build allows for making different combinations of pieces, to adapt them freely to any
architectural space. With the corner unit it is easy to fit into angular spaces.
See online: http://www.vondom.com/products/66022

Features

Description

Modular sofa made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding with tubular
structure made of aluminium and legs made of cast aluminium. 100% Recyclable.
Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

135.8 Kg

Includes

ACOLCHADO NAUTIC Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric

Finishes

BASIC

Ref. 66022

Matt Polyethylene

LACQUERED

Ref. 66022F

Lacquered Polyethylene

COLOR BASIC LACQUERED /
LACADO

WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         
STEEL         

ANTHRACITE         
RED         

PISTACHIO         
ORANGE         

KAKI         
NAVY         
PLUM         
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http://www.vondom.com/products/?product=66022
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TAUPE         
ECRU         
BEIGE         

Optional

CREVIN FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Natural look fabric. Easy to clean.

SILVERTEX FABRIC

Indoor/outdoor Vinyl fabric liner (Special insert option)

Vondom - 2 / 2 - 04.07.2016
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